
Community Technology Network Gathering

Notes from Participants

From the 2015 Allied Media Conference - 6-18-2015
Number of people in attendance: 90+

Principles:
● Be candid, have empathy, be respectful.
● Step up, step back.
● Listen actively, don't plan your next comment while someone else is talking.
● Be aware of how often you are speaking.
● Use “I” statements, speak from your own experience, not on behalf of others.
● Value and use humor, ha ha :)
● Be creative, imaginative.
● We're an international group, be aware that for some English is not their first language.
● Enunciate, speak deliberatively and at a reasonable pace.

Agreement on principles: woo-hoo!

Introduction
A brief timeline     of     Community     Technology at the Allied Media Conference. 

Life Mapping - Your journey to community technology.
What are emergent themes that people identified with community technology? 

● Community empowerment
● DIY media production
● Exploring the power of digital literacy
● Independent news (e.g. Indymedia) 
● Movement organising and mobilising (e.g. Occupy, #BlackLivesMatter)
● The potential to widen inclusivity
● Free software
● Civic tech
● Getting in touch with people living in other cities, countries
● Desire to explore more about arts and culture
● Working around the challenges of glitchy 90s sites and chats
● Access to technology is important
● Sharing resources and knowledge
● You are not alone (if you have access to tech)
● Technology is a platform for human interaction
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● We expect technology to change the world, but we still have a hard time imagining  new 
ways to use it

● Identifying the digital divide in our own communities 
● Inspiration to address the digital divide by creating access w/an educational component 

What are reasons that lead people to practicing or wanting to understand community 
technology?

● Access. Technology is for anybody, not everybody. Access to technology means power. 
It doesn't have its access restricted by private ownership. Equal access.

● Education. Intersection of Technology and Education is a specialty that needs a lot of 
thought. grounded in knowledge sharing.

● Communication. Tech can expose divisions between communities- it has the potential to 
build bridges. It is made to convey self-expression, empowerment, and storytelling.  
Community is the subject, not the object.

● Empowerment. Builds momentum everyone to co-create the world they want.
● A point of community community technology is disclosing how technology is used as a 

tool of oppression.
● Technology can have both positive and negative impact on communication
● The way technology is used determines whether it harms or helps communities
● Community tech is about access and empowerment, not the tools themselves. 

Technology is not tool dependent
● Knowledge should be distributed via peer-learning, sharing, co-creation
● Communications can strengthen existing communities and also facilitate connections 

from far away
● Community technology:

○ Is an expression of community organizing (it's about power!)
○ Provides infrastructure and framework for sustainable communities
○ Defines tools built with intention by the people they're meant to serve 
○ Confronts ethical challenges where other tech avoids

● A community technology is designed on open knowledge and accessible practices so its 
users can maintain it.

● Sustainability: The community decides on the sustainability model and implements it.
● Building community technology is in itself an act of expression and learning.
● Seeing technology as a tool to solve problems unique to communities 
● Road from consumers to creators
● Community technology is intersectional interdisciplinary and visionary 
● Fostering community, addressing community.
● Pushing boundaries safely - connects, builds, transforms communities
● Access to information and shared stories in all languages makes us worldwide 

producers and citizens
● Tech is art, low tech, environment, biology, thinking beyond "the internet"



Understanding Community Technology
From our experiences and efforts

What is being identified as the landscape of Community Technology? 
● Community technology is community organizing. It's an opportunity to create and model 

the relationships and dynamics we want to see in our communities and the world.
● Community ownership of technology and the data and information that live in it is 

essential.  Open source as technology and an idea is fundamental to community-owned 
technology.

● Community technology is intersectional, interdisciplinary and visionary.  As users and 
makers of technology we bring our identities and experiences; work as journalists, 
artists, scientists, etc. to tell stories, dream and scheme.

● Community technology is an educational space where knowledge is shared both about 
how to make and use technology, but also about the community itself: its shape, history 
and needs.

● Community technology is a tool that does work for and by communities, specifically, 
toward goals of social justice.

● Community tech has an inherent social justice agenda that is distinct from the 
mainstream agenda for technology.

● Community Created Tech for community needs; ownership community created and 
community defined

● Corporate Accountability and building partnership with communities
● Safety in Technology; how can we share our communities and ourselves without fear of 

misappropriation or harm
● Awareness and skill building  and education 
● Building our own power and sharing it
● using tech for delivering messages thru sensory art in community. Art pre-dates tech as 

a community tech 
● Equal Access / democratizing information
● Fostering Community  / participation and inclusion
● Addressing Community Need Creatively 
● Sustainability / re-engineering capitalism
● Pushing boundaries safely
● Community Tech is organizing and an opportunity to create and model the relationship 

and dynamics we want to see in the world
● Community ownership of technology and its data is essential. open source software is 

fundamental to community-owned technology
● Community technology is intersectional. interdisciplinary, and visionary!
● Community technology is an educational space where knowledge is shared both about 

making technology and about the community. 
● Community tech is a tool for social justice
● Community tech has an inherent social justice agenda that is distinct from the 

mainstream agenda for tech. the practice of community tech is grounded in knowledge 
sharing. This approach connects, building and transforms communities. Access to 
information and shared stories in all languages is a tool for us as world wide producers 



and citizens. Technology manifests itself in a wide range of forms beyond just the 
internet :artistic, low-tech environmental, biological, etc. 

● Where are we organizing? What technologies ? are these in conflict
● what spaces and technologies do we own?
● what  are present strategies and future visions? 
● Diverse media ecologies 
● how do we put technology in a political context? 
● How do we teach and share lessons learned? what is collective memory of tech -driven 

and digital movements? 
● Community Technology removes gatekeepers to be heard
● skill shares between organizers and techies
● decentering tech in tech spaces, bringing tech into social spaces
● Finding ways to get offline, helping to create ways to get offline.
● Helping each other with technology 
● Diversify your mediums 
● Access to technology is important! 
● Sharing resources and knowledge 
● You are not alone.. if you have access to tech
● Technology is a platform for human interaction
● We expect technology to change the world but we still have a  hard time imagining new 

ways to use it.
● Autonomous creation and use of technology is a must. moving from being a consumer to

a producer
● Shifting the narrative about technology creation
● technology should be accessible to diverse communities and people with different 

identities
● community technology defined as being for us by us
● for anybody but not necessarily for everybody
● freedom to do what you want without limiting or constricting other people's freedom
● Having sustainable and unrestricted access to funding
● We need to make technology that is accessible and responsive to different communities 

and community members with different abilities and needs!
● In order to do that we need to create tools and infrastructure through a participatory 

process that are open source to ensure sustainability! 
● The tools can be used for sharing and communicating our stories safely without fear and

with privacy and autonomy
● these tools will challenge the current technological structures that are maintained by 

corporations and people in power. 
● Access: technology is for anybody not everybody
● education: intersection of tech and ed is a space that needs a lot of thought! 
● communications : Tech can expose divisions between communities it has potential to 

build bridges 
● empowerment: builds momentum to allow anybody to create the world they desire
● Technology is not tool dependent
● a point of community technology is disclosing how technology is used as a tool of 

oppression



● access to technology  means power
● Technology can have both positive and negative impact on communication 
● the way technology is used determines whether it harms or helps communities
● The digital divide / access to tech by communities of color. (Education)
● Community ownership of technology
● Road from consumer to creator
● The power to problem solve
● Autonomy and self reliance for/in communities of color
● A community technology whose access is not restricted by private ownership.
● A community technology that is designed on open knowledge and accessible practices 

so it's users can maintain it!
● Community decides on sustainability model and implements it.
● Community technology is made to convey self-expression, empowerment, and 

storytelling; the community is the subject and not the object.
● Community technology is in itself an act of expression and learning.
● Community tech is about access and empowerment, not the tools themselves. 

(CommTech is whatever people are using!)
● Knowledge should be distributed via peer-learning, sharing, and co-creation.
● Communications can strengthen existing communities and also facilitate connections 

from far away.
● CommTech is an expression of community organizing. (Its about power!)
● Commtech provides infrastructure and frameworks for sustainability and resilience.
● CommTech defines tools built with intention by the people they're meant to serve.
● Commtech confronts ethical challenges, where other technology avoids it.

Generating Big Questions
Big questions that work towards problem solving issues we all face.

What are big questions people are asking? 
● How does access to technology help underrepresented communities in tech become 

more autonomous and self reliant?
● How do we share the resources and spaces we have to fight racial segregation? 
● Are digital spaces mirroring physical spaces or is there a way out of this?

Identify forums in physical and digital space that have worked to cross barriers.

Access and education and mentorship:
● How do we value different knowledges to change power dynamics?
● How do we address digital manifestation of in-real-life racial segregation?
● How do we address segregation of digital spaces?  E.g. Facebook vs. MySpace which 

have different user bases in terms of black and white youth.
● Differences in digital resources (hacker communities, fast broadband) across existing 

lines of segregation?



Why is this question important to you, what brought you here?
● Center for Social Inclusion: one of the key issues was broadband access, especially in 

poor communities of color and rural areas.
● Paying attention to race and technology.
● Segregation rather than inequality because class. Racial spatial segregation.
● Are digital spaces mirroring physical spaces or is there a way out of this?
● Access to the internet + investment
● Law enforcement focusing on social media

Does racially segregated neighborhoods lead to racially segregated networks lead to 
racially segregated digital networks?

● If facebook community is segregated, the people who follow you know that you are 
moving out or that your school is good then reinforces networks.

Digital spaces to learn about experiences that are not your own, understand language, connect 
with people?

● Can you address digital segregation if you haven't addressed physical segregation? 
Understand the degree of concern in a community by hearing from them on Twitter - 
inspires to figure out more and be more involved, bring back to world of spatial 
segregation

● How did you find about people that you follow on twitter or facebook?
● Do you connect with people on forums?

○ what are forums?
○ Organized along shared interests. For example: artist has web page and a forum 

-- people who care about that artist then go to those forums, anyone can post.
● Forum based on interest - may get over barriers that already

What is difference between segregation and lack of diversity?
● Segregation is because there has been active.
● Whether a space feels shared.
● People can live in proximity but there is not space or feelings being shared.
● Self segregation leads to people not connecting with other shared interests. 

Gap between suburbs and detroit students in art education and media education
● start with children empowerment

Even if you get people in the same room, still do not interact, still segregated because same 
mindset.

How to find common ground - play a game, this white cop celebrates touchdowns too.
● First challenge is getting people to let go of their preconceptions - taking them out 
● Please don't dress in your uniform
● We are all going to sit on the floor together
● Gather around interests



● How to get rid of fear of unknown and fear of differences

How to create online spaces based on who you already know and interest based stuff?
● Intimidating to try to challenge
● Sharing secrets anonymously may lead to conversations between people that would not 

happen otherwise.
● Share stories of success - value storytelling and story sharing
● Fear and not understanding same things

Big data and civil rights. Replicating same inequalities and discrimination that exist in non-digital
- one of those things is racial segregation.
Social media + web not necessarily democratizing, but may be further dividing
Want to see people of color everywhere - how to get into spaces dominated by white people?

Digital inclusion is problematic because it's saying that you can come in if you try hard, whose 
space is it

● not just being welcoming
● changing the spaces
● why aren't we building equitable infrastructure everywhere?
● bringing the internet and expanding technology in a way that is a conquering mentality
● this is the thing we have and this is the way that we use it - defeats entire purpose of 

expansion
● need to see and address implications of whoever you are trying to speak to -  make the 

norm of it
● sarah ahmed book
● what is a priority in people receiving technology? if my people are being killed in the 

streets, why do i need to this? understanding correlation between agency to manifest 
change and this technology

● education and conversations
● show some type of roadmap - pathway to digital literacy that would effect change
● this tool will empower you
● sparking interest
● have to be personal or effect bottom line - showing this could be a way out
● mentorship - racial segregation is historic and continues generation to generation
● valuing teaching versus going to work for fb or google
● those that have resources to move outside comfort zone or expected reward

allocating money and resources to meet people where they are - move from towers

Blog post by woman of color who is was a coder - she made it but she wasn't able to be herself 
or be part of the culture

● once you infiltrate a space, how do you become comfortable?
● empathize

Question: How do we support the survivors of partner abuse to take control of their 
digital footprint to ensure their safety? 



● "the fact that someone knows where you are at all the time"
● How do we help them take control of their digital footprint?
● How do we have a digital world of consent?

What are the tips (in survival mode)?
Building a bandaid: If being stalked online
Often, responsibility of protection is on survivor ;(

● Changing names
● Blocking someone
● Clear google searches
● Change passwords
● Guide to what to do if you think are being stalked
● Don't put photos online - is this a reasonable ask?
● Make a family agreement and let others know not to add people as friends
● bill of rights for digital footprint
● "I deleted my facebook"

Limiting to talk about just about tech.

Some capacity building/ resource opportunities:
Being proactive vs. Crisis mode

● Centers that support survivors - Create opportunities for literacy around helping 
survivors feel safe online

● Digital footprints - not a lot of stuff in current skill building workshops
● Accountability processes - creating agreements with people to create accountability, 

don't contact on social media
● Digital literacy - can be hard; What's online about you?

Mitigating steps you can take. For developers - help them  know what the concerns are and 
inform how software is being dealt with.

Take back the tech - 16 days of activism, gender based violence against women. They have a 
lot of resources and campaigns they done, they do a lot of thinking about what it means to a 
feminist online.

More questions:
● "How much control do we really have over our digital footprints?"
● How can we hold ourselves accountable in our own subversiveness to technology? (click

yes on terms of agreement)
● Are we support other people's safety by our actions/subversiveness or not?
● How can we navigate accountability of survivorship?
● What role does social media play in survivor support?
● Do we call out perpetrators/abusers online?
● How can we be accountable to people who have been harmed?
● How do you measure distance online? (thinking about restraining orders in offline, how 

implement online)



● Do folks know their rights? Is there a right to be forgotten?
● What agency do we have as consumers in the world of technology?
● How can we be vulnerable to have these conversations? And for survivors to have these

conversations?
● What can we do to develop norms in our communities?

How do media-literacy and media based activist skill take us from passive, selfie-centric 
consumers to active energized, community-minded collaborators? 

● Create a space to ask questions and lead.
● Use pre existing platforms to educate, find ones that lend toward specific groups 
● Look at people who are already doing this well as a model.
● Selfies can be beautiful and a tool to share stories and impact mainstream ideals - for 

example how films have impacted us.
● Creating for a reason and taking away expectations -teach history - maybe the next step 

is using what they know, but enhancing 
● The problem with this is that we need to make sure things are credible and media 

literacy needs to incorporate critical thinking and ability to deconstruct
● Shared and consumed media - how do we get passive consumers to recognize this
● People come to this, become less passive, with age and being surrounded by more 

media literate people
● Legislation that requires media literate students - in common core or an academic 

standard
● Meeting students where they are at - if the interest is video games, start there. Fashion - 

take that to body image consumerism etc 
● Listening needs to happen, how are kids using tools, example - cyber bullying was 

happening long before it was addressed
● As the issue relates to adults - training professional development, and intergenerational 

conversations
● Media Literacy Project out of NM

● We all sort of go through this, in career and personal experience, start out with 
something a little more self-serving, then have a transformative experience - if we can 
pinpoint those experiences and try to foster those for others

● Making sure it's not too tall of an order for an individual - fighting against powerlessness 
● Can we help people find community and support and role models online 
● Inclusive forms of media - radio 
● Place-based projects, event based, activate a space
● Using platforms in other ways - you have a skill 
● Scaling skill
● engaging when compelled
● mozilla tools - freedom - sandbox v pathway

● Concerns about classes or training being effective because people would feel 
marginalized



● oppressed in society don't know how to use tech to tell stories, but those with money and
resources can jump on that but they aren't able to connect

● Human centered design.
● Exposure - hashtag isn't just a silly thing it's a way to organize people. Teach the tools 

that are already being used. Presence is dominated by people who aren't community 
minded.

How do we improve our conflict resolution skills and practice to make our communities 
stable and sustainable? 

● What is the context?
● Within a single community
● Within networks of communities 
● First step of conflict resolution is to agree on community norms & principles
● what's the value set that defines this?
● How do communities go about this?
● Loomio has a process, 4P's,   https  ://  www  .  loomio  .  org  /
● Do's & Don'ts exercise
● Principles and Processes - intentional social process is most important thing
● Can't take for granted what a particular word means.
● Need not just a set of principles, but a glossary.
● Lack of knowledge of historical context causes people to think that their solutions are 

unique
● There are lots of instances of disruptive technology in the past
● There is also a value in conflict
● conflict can bring things to the surface in order to engage with them
● how do you create the space for conflict?
● movements are most successful with both conflict and non-conflict aspects
● how do we support instigators so that they're effective
● self-care
● getting to know each other
● firewalling, intentional downtime
● clear communication around intent and goals is important
● instigating conflict is stressful on the whole community, and implicit context that isn't 

communicated can cause mission to shift
● there's a need for community norms and principles
● sometimes conflicts are shut down because "we shouldn't be fighting within the 

movement/community"
● overwhelmingly, conflict within communities is seen as something to be avoided, but it 

can be something that reveals problems or new things about the community
● asking "why" rather than being in an us-vs-them mentality can help promote 

understanding
● we apply the same strategies to our communities that we do to outside actors, and those

strategies are highly confrontational
● we have a tendency to damn people rather than come to an understanding
● Points of Unity

https://www.loomio.org/
https://www.loomio.org/
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● Need not just principles but also protocols for handling situations
● http  ://  aorta  .  coop  /
● Having a procedure written down, even if it's revised later, leads to consistency
● having something written up and can provide protection to marginalized groups by being 

structured

How can we use organizing and education to build movements on/offline? How do we 
engage elders, non-English speakers, folks with limited internet access? How do we 
ensure those with access to knowledge build empathy and remain committed to the 
movement?

● Capture lessons and make sure you learn from those experiences.
● Sometimes you get caught up in the thing you're trying to get going and forget that it's a 

process.
● Those who are organizing offline- do research to see if those communities are interested

in connecting online.
● People online should do the work of doorknocking and people offline should learn the 

technological practices.
● If you want to communicate with people in my neighborhood, you put a sign in a bodega.

Usually, the people not online have someone in their lives who they go to for online 
information.

● Find those connectors who disseminate online information with the members of their 
community who largely aren't online.

● Be thoughtful when organizing online for ways that your same information can be shared
in non-digital forms. 

● Have an offline plan for connecting with and engaging the community. 
● Have focus groups with community members who do outreach. Have conversations and 

establish strategies. 
● Don't focus on having just one strategy.
● Have bilingual people involved in the project. 
● Be thoughtful that the work isn't just for this one movement, but find ways the work can 

be applied elsewhere or inform other work.
● People are organized in both ways, it's often just a matter of connecting them.
● Having a communication strategy is really important.
● There's a social digital application called "NextDoor."
● Use the technological tools you have but be thoughtful about the limitations of who those

tools can reach.
● A lack of knowledge is a barrier. When it comes to organizing and social media, you 

have to know how to effectively use those tools.
● Find ways to give community members a sense of ownership and incentivize their 

learning.
● Part of the communication strategy is raising awareness about specific technological 

platforms.
● Try to find the technologies people are already using rather than trying to push them 

towards using something new.

http://aorta.coop/
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● Do the research and legwork to find out where are the communication or resource gaps 
are in a community and try and connect a deeper engagement with technology to those 
areas.

● Create opportunities for skill sharing. What can a digital native teach and what could 
they learn? Not one group teaching the other but both groups teach each other.

● Stop with the assumption that everyone is online.
● If you create a relationship with somebody through sharing knowledge or expertise, it 

creates a stronger community and connection.
● In the chaos of getting the tech component of a community project up and running, the 

people who have the skills often just do it. With more advanced planning, this could 
become an opportunity for training and skill sharing.

● The community building piece makes the organizing piece easier.
● It has to be something that is compelling to people to make people show up. Food!
● If you love relationship building and view your work as that, then even if some of these 

idea don't work it can become a positive experience because the outcome will be new 
relationships.

● Create multilingual spaces.
● Having a space for communities to share knowledge was, in ways, easier before we had

all this technology.
● You used to meet at the post office or in the neighborhood.
● Community calendar platform. Create an online space that makes it easy for 

communities to meet in real life.
● Wireless.org/kcfreeschool
● There's a lot of websites for specific communities with lists of places to post flyers for 

shows. There could be a list online of how to get the word out for events in different 
communities.

● Do research on how people in your community already connect so you can build a 
communication plan with that information.

● Transformazium - multifaceted neighborhood center.
● Community Communicators - find the busybodies in your neighborhood and empower 

them (resources, permission) to sort of formalize their relationship building within the 
community.

● It would be so cool if there was a website of someone photographing signs in windows.
● Trying to convince old school folks to integrate technology into their work is as difficult as

trying to convince technologists to use old school techniques.
● Part of the work is just getting folks interested in coming.
● How can we introduce technology to old school organizers and old school organizing to 

tech folk.
● You have to meet people where they already are.
● Make people who are in tech see that there are other things they could gain from 

besides coding a website.
● When people go through exercises telling their story to one another about how they 

came to this shared issue they create a relationship.
● Have small groups from your organization read a short play, three times, switching roles 

each time. This serves to help shift perspectives and reevaluate the narrative.



● Look at case studies for both online and offline of how things have been used to create 
community and look for commonality. 

● What can you do for me and what can I do for you?
● Hour sharing. Time-based shared space.
● Find ways to support the already established people who are doing the work.
● How to build movements offline works in similar ways to online but with different tools.
● If we can't educate the educators to use online, the educators get left behind with social 

media/technology.
● Lot's of people in social justice realms who do already have this skillset. Maybe there 

should be more mini/local versions of what happens at AMC.
● Most non-profit organizations and people driven organizations have a DONATE button 

on their website. The AMC website says "would you like to become an AMC sponsor?" 
That demonstrates on knowing how to speak to your audience is important.

● Field organizers shape their message to whatever audience they're in front of. This 
same skill can be applied to online spaces.

● There's a fine line between getting caught up with talking TO people versus talking WITH
people. Be thoughtful about this while online.

● Ask questions about where people are at with their relationships to technology.
● It feels like becoming more creative is the answer to constantly hitting your head against 

the wall.
● Find sister organizations with whom you can cross-pollinate.
● Partner with organizations who have access or knowledge you need.

How to get people to see benefits of community technology, get out tech comfort zone / 
consumer mindset?

● Participatory budgeting
● Stress prospect of shared ownership via co-op like economic structures
● Sharing economy via bartering / skill-shares
● Skillshare via time dollar programs
● use community technology as venue for skill acquisition and training (a la Digital 

Stewards)
● If wifi mesh with captive portal, use that to aggregate media generated from within 

community (e.g. facebook posts, tweets, rss feeds)

Other Big Questions
● How do we put technology in a political context? 
● How can we develop more opportunities to allow members of a community to create? 
● How can we create spaces that change the power dynamics around sharing tech 

knowledge? 
● How do we build trust in our communities? 
● How do we create a community -based owned infrastructure to facilitate online 

exchanges and transactions that we care most about?
● Can community tech for us /by us help identify emerging connections to audiences? 



● How do we get people to see benefits of community technology, get out  of tech comfort 
zone/ consume mindest? 

● How do we make sure that greater access to technology comes with the appropriate 
/suitable literacy?

World Café - workshopping the big questions 

Question: How do we share the resources and spaces we have to fight racial 
segregation? How can we create spaces that change the power dynamics around sharing
tech knowledge? 

Question: How do we make sure that greater access to technology come with the 
appropriate / suitable literacy (re tools, privacy, security, cost-effective solutions)?
Notes:

● free software has cost just not the cost you think about – you pay the support, the 
training

● needed awareness of training as something necessary
● Also: sustainability. Learning something once is not enough.

How can communities know where to find the most suitable tech literacy resources?
● school
● libraries
● employment centers

Let's re-work the question: part of the literacy is not about the tech, but about the people. So: 
how do we make sure that greater access to technologists come with the most suitable 
literacy?

● how do I identify, in each community, the mentor?
● sometimes institutions think that adopting a technology is all, it would work by itself. Not 

true, there are people. We're not against automation: it's about understanding that 
automation helps taking care of some of the work, but it doesn't take care of the whole 
work

● it's important to have someone part of the community championing the adoption and 
usage of a technology solution

● the end goal would be: everyone in this community is literate and able to use this 
technology independently

Adopting a technology is not all – a shift in the culture of the organisation/institution is needed 
as well.

Making technology less intimidating
Actually: it comes from both sides.

1. Software is often made not accessible, as in "only accessible to programmers" – it 
shouldn't be. What are more skillful ways to bring someone to the perception that 
adopting a technology is not about friction and frustration, but about rewarding and 



nurturing experience. Interfaces can be very unfriendly, difficult to approach. How do we 
increase the usability-literacy of the makers of the software? Tools shouldn't be 
frustrating to use and learn

2. From the user's' side: a shift in approach and perception of technology, which is not 
magic, or spoiled by past negative experiences

The original question is basically turning back to us, the technologist, programmers and 
designers of technology

Most people do not have awareness of what's behind some of the most popular platforms, e.g. 
Google, Facebook and what's behind when it comes to personal data management
What's the Cloud? It's basically someone else's computer!

● The big thing about literacy is: knowing when to use technology. Technology is always 
the answer.

● Jargon and accessibility of language is also a barrier
● Besides the craft of the tool, there's more. Part of the learning should be about 

understanding when tech is needed
● Stepping back is needed. The first questions should be Why are we doing this? For 

Who?
● Problem solving should be the starting point.

Seeing from the point of view of emergency response work space
● you expect case-managers to be able to manage their client's data, we take that as 

granted
● people in the non-profit space often do not understand the concept of collaborative 

document. And we happen to go into app-ification, not needed. Most things could be 
solved with spreadsheets and processes to use them well

● Google-Docs are really handy for real time data collection
● Understanding what's your data model (e.g. how do you structure the top row of your 

spreadsheet) the cost to create a customized database.
● Wordpress and spreadsheets can be very powerful.

Highlighting what's the minimum viable tech solution that can help fulfill the needed, used in the 
smartest and effective way.

Example of digital literacy to check out: Digital Stewards program
breaking down different aspects of literacy.
https  ://  www  .  alliedmedia  .  org  /  dctp  /  digitalstewards Very empowering, putting you out of your 
comfort zone

● Using FB as example: everyone has access, people have the time to write appropriate 
and inappropriate. things. You have access to do either/or.

● Localization of interfaces is a major factor for non English-speaking people.
● In rural areas, access to internet is super limited, some use dial-up, some can't afford 

that either.
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● People get blocked because they don't understand what's appropriate online
● There's a language that needs to be learned. What is Open Source? What should I be 

afraid of? Is Google tracking all of my stuff?
● Once people have access, there's no guide or classes. Technology is moving too fast for

those tools to keep up
● You have to identify the population you're working with and find out what they're using 

the tech for. What tech are they using?
● Hold focus groups, identify population's needs and goals.
● What's challenging is to get people to come out and take advantage of what's offered to 

them and to find a place for it in their busy lives.
● EG: Red Hook Initiative
● Mesh Wifi
● Is it a good idea to stipulate internet orientation with free Wifi access - some kind of 

priming.
● Different training is needed for different populations. Youth need to be shown what's 

personal vs. public on social media.
● Some access has to be moderated in families (e.g. kids and iPads)

How can we create spaces that change the power dynamics around sharing tech 
knowledge?
Round 1

● Youth teaching youth eliminates a hierarchical structure pretty fast (at least in the art, 
youth, nonprofit, teaching world)

● When they realize they can explain information however they want, they are 
empowered. 

● Setting up a skillshare can help (you teach me how to code, I teach you how to cook)
● Informal code clubs where no one knows how to code, but meet every week to use 

codecademy. Like a book club!
● Creating spaces where the teacher isn't the expert (Trampoline Fall - I don't know about 

this topic, but I'm going to research the hell out of it)
● Don't use acronyms. Use language that can be understood by grassroots communities. 
● If you're posting something online and asking people to contribute (open source), 

assume whoever is seeing your project has nothing installed and tell them how to do it. 
● OpenHatch: trying to make open source things more friendly to non coders. really hard 

to do!
● Fem Hack in Montreal: do-it-together instead of do-it-yourself skillshares. Two-on-two 

tackling a problem. 
● Let's back up: are we talking just about software engineering? Are we changing power 

dynamics around software and programming? What defines tech?
● Acknowledge that everyone has an expertise. Share the knowledge of how you use your

cell phone to write an email in a professional format. or circuit bending.
● How do people see hackerspaces as related to this?
● What happens in a hackerspace?
● Cutting metal
● 3D printing



● Essentially a co-learning co-working space that is focused towards tech
● Who feels comfortable in hackerspaces?
● If you're at a small low budget nonprofit, you don't have a person dedicated for social 

media. It's important that those people learn those skills. 
● One of the most empowering things you can do in those spaces is giving people a space

to ask question and not defining a curriculum around what you think they need to know. 
● Beginners don't know what they don't know: how do we overcome that barrier? 
● Everyone fills out what they want to learn, and what they are able to do.
● How did the coding club start? We heard that python was a language you could learn, 

and a lot of tools in our field (librarianship) were written in Python, plus there were a lot 
of free resources online for learning.

● Why is this space comfortable for you (, non techie who doesn't know what her questions
are)? Because of the premise of being at the Allied Media Conference.

● The idea of having cards that say :this is what I want to learn and this is what I want to 
teach" is a good one, but our society doesn't particularly encourage feeling confident that
you can teach something. How do we overcome that?

● Leading with knowledge doesn't create a relationship built on trust, it creates a hierarchy.
Lead with questions. 

● Lead with humility. 
● Are we assuming that macho white guys are in charge? Maybe they aren't? Let's change

the acronyms and do anti-oppressive facilitation.
● One good rule is: never take the keyboard from someone
● DI-We instead of DI-Y
● Be careful with metaphors or presenting use cases: They can reinforce bad things or 

limiting things or unfamiliar things
Round 2

● In community bike shops, a major rule is that you don't take a tool out of someone's 
hands

● Are there ways to teach things conceptually in different ways other than literal code? 
● Bloomberg article on What is Code? Accessible way to explain to people. 
● Buzzwords: A women's collective demystifying buzzwords and empowering women of 

color and women of color with disabilities to use the language they'll need to access 
those worlds

● How do we expand the definition of techknowledge? If we're just talking about coding, 
those demographics can be homogenous. But coordinating people or encouraging 
people or whatever is important and people have those skills. Fetishizing coding is a 
thing that happens. How can people's formal and lived experiences build on a project? 
Let's recognize those things as technology skills. 

● This space is not super intergenerational. Xander works in labor organizing with older 
folks. 

● When is it good to have to go to someone to have to get knowledge (that person is the 
gatekeeper)?

● Putting thought into who we prop up as mentors and make sure people are teaching in 
their elements and in their communities. 

● BlackGirlsCode: based on different identities. 
● Valuing mentorship as much as we value the elegance of code



● We've all seen community technology projects that are reliant on one skilled person who 
goes away and the project dies. If you have shared knowledge, the project is sustained. 
Large communities of people with diverse knowledge is better than a few people with 
expert knowledge. 

● Power dynamics: psychological paradigm shifts. A lot of our education system fetishizes 
having specific knowledge. Can we not do that

Round 3
● Having a specific hackathon with a specific audience (Hack the Hood) can be helpful. 

Having the mentor being recognizable to the audience and who is relatable. 
● Pulling in the resources of the actual type of technology you want to get into. I'm with the

digital stewards program and we do a lot of technology training. Like, website building. 
We have a lot of people come in and share their knowledge, educational tips, projects 
they've been on, and they can find the type of support they've actually. 

● How does that happen in a non-condescending way?
● Try training and prep work with speakers. Have the speaker understand the audience. 

And the audience understand the speaker. 
● Bringing the knowledge to the people that need it rather than asking them to come to 

you, you go to their space so it makes them more comfortable. They don't have to take 
the bus, etc.

● bootlegging: of we incorporate that type of tech knowledge? Torrenting, etc.
● yes
● people do what they need to do to get what they need. That will never change. As you 

move through the stratosphere a of these power dynamics you have to become more 
professional and think about ethics. Do you legitimize yourself on someone else's 
standard of legitimacy?

● i just relaxes how much of my tech knowledge is because of torrenting 
● when I walk into hackerspaces I don't feel welcome. White men who identity hard with 

the maker movement 
● how did you get self taught in html? I built a sailor moon shrine online in the 90s because

all my friends had one
● definition of learning objectives can help shape those power dynamics 
● what is the purpose of sharing tech knowledge? Are we trying to create the next 

generation of web developers?
● orient technology around people rather than around tech
● rules for spaces that do not marginalized people

How do we put technology in a political context?
● How do look at other campaigns and organizing, like sweatshops/ worker's rights. 
● Looking at social contexts
● Questions of ownership 
● Questions about surveillance, privacy, policy
● Learning from things like GAP and sweatshops, finding high profile examples that are 

relatable.
● Where is the hardware made? Who owns the data? Who profits? Who gets the jobs?
● Think about yesterday, today, tomorrow questions



● Agency, ownership.
● How do we document the choices movements have made?
● Technology is often trying to re-create the ability to create relationships and intimacy.
● Can the master's tools be used to destroy the house (thanks Audre)
● Public private spaces/ is facebook the mall?
● Is looking at how we went from community tools, to proprietary tools, a way to 

understand why that shifts happened.

Q: How do we create a community based-owned infrastructure to facilitate online 
exchanges and transactions that we care about most
    
HOW DOES A COMMUNITY-BASED/OWNED MODEL WORK:
• Does a portion of the community run the organization? Does the entire community run it? Are 
there obligations? How do community groups get the support they need to continue operating? 
How are these infrastructures supported? Is it a good idea to do outreach and make sure people
who make use of the structures we build also maintain these structures? Folks here speak to 
the issue of being savvy in creating infrastructure that is lighter weight, less expensive, (easier 
to maintain and sustainable from the start). If a co-op builds up steam, how can it hire labor? 
Doing so ethically and providing a living wage. What is the business model? Costs of private 
services are obscured from us. Example: we pay $100/yr for Mayfirst site vs. Free website from 
a private service. Expenses are shouldered differently by co-operative or community owned 
services. Lift the veil on costs of operation. Democratizing expenses involved. We don't always 
understand true costs around tech. Ex: agriculture is heavily subsidized. 
• Unacknowledged forms of labor: least visible.
• Corporate technology is inherently built around growth. Showing growth to their stockholders. 
In community-based infrastructure, this grown this not necessary. Sustainability, possibly, is the 
more important goal. Setting expectations for users. Opportunities w/ community owned 
infrastructure vs. "corporate" infrastructure.
• How do we motivate community members without financial incentive? 

COMMUNICATION
Some services already exist, but how can we utilize, promote, and adopt them. Will telecoms try
to create legislation to block these services.
• Telegram - open source messaging (IM)
• Slack (slack.com) front-end to IRC (internet relay chat). Chat room. Large environment to 
communicate. Archives available. Private service.
• Rise-Up
• Twister: alternative to Twitter. Works via web browser or mobile application
• Telecom: need replacement for verizon, at&t, etc. 
• GuiFi Net (XOLN license) XOLN: open, free and neutral network. Community owned data 
center (server collocation) - community-based, self-hosted server with over 28,000 nodes. Mini 
community-based internet. Using cheap and popular WiFi technology since 2004, and optic fiber
from 2009 in some places. People within the network are autonomous. No telecoms as their are
a telecom themselves. Rules of the network are decided by the community. Acts as a hub to 
serve internet to those who are connected. 



• WiFi-based community internet connecting small networks (rural community to rural 
community) . Stretching networks using antennae.
• There are community networks in Athens, Berlin (freifunk), Italy (Ninux).
• Darknet: Tor, cjdns, newnet, ITP, retroshare, use the internet as their infrastructure. 
Anonymizing and/or encrypting traffic. 
• Chaos communications: Camp, 
• international community wireless networks
• RURAL INTERNET PROVIDERS: Whispa (nonprofit trade association). Mom and pop internet 
providers that corporations aren't interested in. Trade association that works for these small 
providers has lobbyists. These small ISPs have complex politics and had varying opinions, for 
example, on net neutrality. Decisions are made democratically. Governed by membership. Multi-
year process to run for the board, etc., before you actually make decisions. Only a certain class 
can afford to be a board member, we assume. 

EDUCATION
• Code academy
• Wolfram Alpha
• lynda.com
• Mentoring programs for people with little experience
• Many of these services are for experts or people who already have experience
• MOODLE: online content management systems: specifically for creating courses
• KCDIY: Kansas City community calendar. Community calendar website that can be used for 
any community. Make a hashtag so you can text new events to a calendar.
example: public hearing on this date at this time

PAYMENT
• Current popular services: paypal, stripe, amazon, google wallet, square, apple pay.
• bitcoin > not privately owned? Currency that is valued computationally. Not centrally controlled.
Zero transaction costs. It's expensive to buy into ($400/1 bitcoin)
• ripple - open protocol for financial transactions
• PGP might be helpful for ensuring security of transactions
• BARTER - new economic models, reimagining how an economy that is not based on capital 
might work.
• Timebank.org - communities in different cities use it to exchange services, cook dinner, provide
legal help, 
• Q: who is profiting from financial transactions? Collecting interest, taking not giving back, 
paying fees to Paypal/Visa/Mastercard. Also taking moral and political decisions (in the case of 
Visa/Mastercard in funding Wikileaks.
• Q: how do we work with currencies or alternative currencies (Block train, doji coin, fair coin 
(spain) community currency with digital validation of transactions). Example: Clash of Clans has 
its own currency. You purchase Clash of Clans currency with whatever money you use). 
Currency in Second Life, other games.
• Might be important to stay flexible and mobile, jumping from place to place.
• Difficult to start a software package, but easy to get people to adopt new 
• Who do it list - Baltimore: Google doc that helps people collaborate on tasks
• Taskrabbit - community task list



• Mass mosaic - trade, sell, barter services

Can community tech for us, by us, help identify emerging audiences?
- Start with community identified common interest, skill or mode to connect people around (e.g. 
video games; art)
- Bring technology into community spaces (versus bring community into technology spaces)
- Create opportunities and resources for youth and young children to build skills
- Partner with natural networkers - people that already are sharing and connecting people 
- How to create sustainable connection and free resources for community
- Ex. in SF community spaces are open to everyone. They have classes open to the general 
public and space to engage and create.
- Do not have to think of space as something that is already established - can be folks opening 
their homes / opening private spaces. Ex: Art night inside house, transform the house into 
gallery and open community space
- Outreach through the web and networks, connect to other networks - bring in music
- Ex. Digital Stewards program - started with wifi and youth connecting wifi. People didn't wait 
for someone to do it, they did it. Work got noticed and it expanded to IT, media, graphic design - 
space to develop skills, connect youth with others in the field through internships. Variety so 
there is a lot of focus to chose from and youth learn then teach out to others
- Do things in multiple ways - not just online but in-person events and online or other spaces
- Connected through friends / networks
- Create participatory space
- Have something that initially draws you in, the opportunity to go in-depth or lead to other skills
- Saw that people that looked like me, that were my age, were doing this and had been 
successful - it made it easier to try
- Needs to be community-driven; Sometimes technology developers are more excited about the 
technology than who will use it - how to shift from consumer to participatory in development 
- Even if you do not code, you can + should still influence development
- It's hard to engage folks that have created technology - it is not a face-to-face interaction. 
Either don't think about it, feel like it's not my place, or it would not lead to change
- Some of it is external barriers; some is internally - "there's a certain skill I don't have or 
something I don't know"
- Use Plain Language - use of jargon / tech language alienates and makes conversations seem 
exclusive
- Create space for feedback
- Develop skill shares so those present are experts and learning - everyone has something to 
bring 
- What about using proprietary tools / aren't community made. Can still leverage them for 
movement, may need ways to protect / understand security and privacy concerns
- Make it obvious how to submit feedback
- Don't want to waste time to submit feedback
- Allow feedback to anonymous
- Make sure feedback is received and responded to
Barriers to people feeling a part of technology
- internal self-consciousness "I don't have the know how or skill set to contribute"



- Developers use language that is alienating

What is community tech?
Most of us do not use community tech in the sense that it is owned by us. So this means helping
one another use proprietary tools subversively.

● Examples 
● http  ://  vojo  .  co  /
● telegram.org

Tools mentioned: Scratch, Youtube, Lynda.com - web tutorials on design, Photoshop, In-Design,
Premiere, Vojo.co, Telegram, EFF has a rating system for proprietary apps

Fishbowl Discussion

What specific practices around technology work in your community?
● documenting decisions, maintaining institutional memory, empowering participation
● pair programming
● finding inspiration from non-digital technologies
● webmaker, thimble, x ray goggles, popcorn maker, etc from Mozilla
● give people reasons for the tools they are using, reasons need to resonate with their 

direct experience
● example: threat modeling
● after conducting threat model, identify the tools and practices an organization would like 

to implement based on discoveries
● tech education - not only created by men/academics but accessible to multiple 

audiences
● 4MAT learning process - teach one thing in 4 different ways in one session - for people 

with different learning styles
○ 1- kinesthetic (hands on)
○ 2- lectured (verbally)
○ 3- read
○ 4- problem solving

● http  ://  www  .  aboutlearning  .  com  /  what  -  is  -4  mat
● accessible to young and old, people of different backgrounds
● Dojo model to teach programming. One projector, one computer.  One student takes 

keyboard and others give input.  They rotate.
● community building within IRC
● IRC = Internet Relay Chat
● a way to set up chat rooms and communicate with others
● High technology barrier to entry, but it's a low common denominator of system 

requirements.  You can get an IRC client running on even old computers.  
● Open protocol.  
● Cheap and easy to set up channel.  
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● checking in with team regularly about capacity
● retreats/regular check-ins
● relationship building
● switch roles within an activity to build empathy for different roles, orientations.  Example 

was taking turns reading different parts in a play, but applicable strategy for tech also
● Check-in structures: Tech is not always people's day job.  Much of it is not paid.  Having 

a format to check in about capacity to prevent burnout is important. Example practice: 
retreats.

● when leading a training, the trainer does not touch the technology
● the participants do everything
● learn through discovery
● learner shares knowledge with other learners
● emphasize hands on learning
● The power of food and music
● emotionally resonant
● Drum callout at start of session
● honors ancestors
● drum has history, symbolism across cultures
● use practices like this that are used with youth in tech trainings that are not just for youth
● This and drum callout make participation more intentional
● Team up with educators to stretch capacity
● Educators already have a community of people that they are engaging

Closing

Go around:
● what have you learned?
● what would you like to own up to?
● what would you celebrate?
● who would you like to appreciate?
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